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Dallas Museum Of Art 

"Cornerstone of Arts District"

As the cornerstone of the Arts District, the Dallas Museum Of Art holds a

renowned collection of timeless exhibits. Permanent displays include

ancient Mediterranean art, contemporary art, European paintings and

more. A multitude of temporary exhibitions takes you on a thought-

provoking journey. Previous displays have included everything from

Degas to Picasso, the works of David Weisner, and myriad contemporary

artists. Today the establishment is a highly-ranked American institution

that lives up to its mission of showcasing human creativity and educating

the community.

 +1 214 922 1200  dma.org  1717 North Harwood Street, Dallas TX
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Dallas Contemporary 

"Experience Transforming Nature of Art"

Come and enjoy the talented works of contemporary artists at this

flourishing urban art venue located east of downtown Dallas in the Wilson

Historic District. This local gallery has earned a place in the Dallas Art

District that proudly presents up-and-coming talent. The exciting and

fascinating exhibitions are the gallery's main attraction that features

theme-based exhibits, solo artist masterpieces and a unique garden

sculpture display.

 +1 214 821 2522  dallascontemporary.org/  info@dallascontemporary.o

rg

 161 Glass Street, Dallas TX
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500X Gallery 

"Contemporary Works In Artist-Run Gallery"

Located in a 1916 warehouse for more than 20 years, 500X Gallery has

pulsed with the energy and excitement of the local contemporary art

scene. The Deep Ellum location is near Fair Park and has hosted the works

of such emerging artists as Dorothy Duvall and Brian Bosworth. The

gallery specializes in alternative art, including abstract psychedelia, neo-

expressionism and conceptual art.

 +1 214 828 1111  www.500x.org/  the500xgallery@gmail.com  500 Exposition Avenue,

Dallas TX
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Valley House Gallery 

"Quaint Gallery and Sculpture Garden"

Valley House Gallery, with its sculpture garden that spans 5 acres (20,234

square meters), is located in North Dallas far from the usual art district

traffic. Bought by artist Donald Vogel and his wife, Margaret, in 1954, this

beautiful area still evokes a feeling of solitude. Their son, Kevin, currently

owns and operates the gallery. The exhibit hall is always full and often

must enlist the aid of the Dallas police to coordinate parking for events

and showings. Valley House was the first gallery in the Southwest to be
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invited to join the Art Dealers Association of America. Admission is free.

 +1 972 239 2441  www.valleyhouse.com  gallery@valleyhouse.com  6616 Spring Valley Road,

Dallas TX
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